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Master Stylist, CEO and Founder
"Nekia Foxx & C0"

While most beauty experts solely seek to change the physical appearance of their customers, Nekia “The Transformation
Engineer” Foxx focuses on physical, mental, health & wellness and empowering methods to assist with the making over
of her clients.

Nekia, a master stylist with a background in Construction & Civil Engineering, is also the CEO/founder of Nekia Foxx & Co
(NFC) aka “The Transformation Place”. Known for her ability to heal more than beauty troubles, Nekia founded “The
Transformation Place” as a haven for women who are ready to make a change in their lives- either internally and/or
externally- with her expertise and guidance leading the way. A collaboration of skills and services, “The Transformation
Place” provides women with the knowledge and tools to go from “not enough” to “more than enough”, starting in their own
eyes, through exercises geared at defining a client's’ self-worth, self-esteem, confidence and value…

As a leader in the business industry, Nekia has both managed to stay abreast of changing trends while simultaneously
being a visionary and creating and unveiling them along the way. Ms. Foxx’s passion for positivity, helping client’s fine their
divine purpose while clarifying their destiny, made the progression to the opening of “The Transformation Place” almost
second nature.

The born and raised Floridian is a graduate of Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU) with a Bachelors of
Construction Engineering, Minor in Civil Engineer. Additionally, Nekia obtained her Technical Degree as a Board Certified
Cosmetologist from Indian River State College. Nekia’s engineering background has gifted her with the ability to
deconstruct while maximizing every component needed to construct the real you. She is the “Transformation
Engineer”defined.

Through the Transformation Platform, where Nekia delivers passionate, thought-provoking speeches, NFC focuses on the
following messages: “Empowerment /Mindset”, Health and Wellness, and Personal Beauty.
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